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Summary. In this paper a theory of conjugate approximations is developed which
provides a fundamental basis for most metllOds of continuous piecewise approximation.
It is sho·wn that for a given finite set of base functions used in an approximation there
corresponds another set of conjugate functions which playa significant role in approxi-
mate methods of analysis. In the case of finite-element approximations, it is shown that
the domain of the conjugate functions includes the entire assembly of elements, and,
consequently, the established method of computing stresses 10ca1lyin clements based
on displacement approximations is not strictly valid. Indeed, the domain of such "local"
stress fields is the entire connected system of elements. Procedures for computing
derivatives and discrete analogues of linear operators which are consistent with the
theory of conjugate functions are also discussed. For a given linear operator equation,
the significance of the conjugate approximations in connection with the adjoint problem
is also discussed.

1. Introduction. In a recent paper [1] the idea of "conjugate fields" in connection
with finite-element approximations of a given function was introduced as a generalization
of the concept of generalized forces and displacements familiar in Lagrangian mechanics.
Basically, the idea follows from the observation that in applications of the finite-element
method we generally encounter, together with the primary function f(x) which is to be
approximated by a discrete model F(x), another function g(x) and a linear functional
q(f(x), g(x)]. We say that the function g(x) is conjugate to f(x) with respect to q( ].
It is assumed that the function F(x) can be defined in terms of its values Ft = F(xt)
at a finite number G of points. The usual procedure is to construct a corresponding
approximation G(x) of g(x) so that L~F(x")· G(Xt) and q(F(x), g(x)] coincide. Archer (2]
first used this procedure to derive Ilconsistent" mass and force approximations in certain
structural dynamics problems. We shall also refer to the function values G(Xt) so com-
puted as consistent with the approximations F(x) with respect to the functional q( ].

In this paper, we explore the concept of conjugate approximation functions in detail,
and show that these functions possess certain properties which are fundamental to
approximation methods in general, and to the finite-element method in particular. Our
investigation is based on the fact that the functions g(x) are elements in a space ~.
which is the conjugate space (dual space) of the space ~ to which f(x) belongs. We show
that while the primary function F(x) may be defined only locally, i.e., only over specific
finite clements, their corresponding conjugate approximations are defined globally.
This means that the often-used procedure of calculating stresses locally in finite clements
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using locally-defined displacement fields is not strictly correct, aud that only a global
description of the stress field may be consistent with the displacement approximation
with respect to (say) the potential-energy functional. We cite a simple example to
demonstrate this point.

Following this introduction are three sections devoted to developing the general
concepts of conjugate approximations. We then show that such approximations provide
the best approximation of a given function f(x) in the sense of a metric defined on ~.
See. 6 of the paper deals with basic properties of conjugate approximations which
pertain to their relation with the Dirac delta function when it is admitted into ~. This
is followed by a discussion of discrete models of derivatives of functions. Sees. 9 and 10
of the paper demonstrate the application of the general theory to finite-element repre-
sentations and include an example to emphasize the importance of conjugate approxima-
tions in stress calculations. We also address ourselves to the problem of determining
consistent approximations of linear operators defined on linear function spaces. We
show that for certain classes of equations the conjugate functions appear in approximate
solutions to the adjoint problem.

2. Finite projections of function spaces. Consider a complete, normcd, linear space
~ (a Banach apace) the elements of which are functions defined on a bounded domain CR
of an n-dimenHional Euclidean space. Elements of ~ are denoted f(x), g(x), ... where
x is a point in CR. We also assume that there is an inner product p defined on ~ X ~
denoted (f, g), and we shall use the natural norm 11/11 = (f, f)1/2 with respect to p.

In most applications we are concerned with the special cage in which ~ is the space
of square integrable functions on CR. Then the inner product of two elements f(x),
g(x) E ~ is given by

(f, g) = i f(x)g(x) dffi. (2.1)

where integration in the Lebesgue sense is implied and f(x) and g(x) arc orthogonal
if (f, g) = O. In this cage

(j, f) < + (Xl (2.2)

for every I(x) E ~.
Let If> denote a linear subspace of ~ of dimension G which is spanned by a set of G

linearly independent functions lpt(x); k = 1,2, ... , G. In the following we confine our
attention to the case in which If> contains only continuous functions; the interesting
cage in which 4> is expanded to include functions with finite discontinuities is to be the
8ubject of a later paper. Thus ~ is regarded as the direct sum of two subspaces 4> and r:
~ = <I> EB r with <I> (l r = 0, 0 being the null space, such that each element f(x) E ~
can be represented in a unique way as the sum of a function F(x) E <I> and a function
J(x) E r: .

I(x) = F(x) + f(x).

By construction,

(2.3)

k = 1, 2, ... , G, (2.4)

80 that r is the orthogonal complement of <1>.
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It follows thnt (2.3) and (2.4) define a projection operator IT: :"f -+ <I> stich that

F(x) = ITf(x). (2.5)

Since the functions tpt(x) are linearly independent, every element F(x) E <I> can be
represented as a unique linear combination of <PI(x) , <P2(X), ... , <Po(x):

(2.6)

where the repeated indcx k is to be summed from 1 to G. The multipliers Ft are referred
to as components of F(x).

It is important to realize that the functions <Pt(x) are not necessarily orthogonal.
Indeed. we shall introduce the symmetric G X G matrix

1, J = 1, 2, ... , G, (2.7)

which is referred to as the fundamental matrix of <1>. Then the <P.(x) are orthogonal if
and only if Cil = eli) 01/ , where Oil is the Kronecker delta; that is, if C iI is diagonal.
Since the set I tpt 1 is linearly independent and is prescribed in the definition of <1>, the
matrix Cil is regular and can be generated directly by means of (2.7). We denote the
inverse of C;( by Cit:

(2.8)

or

(2.9)

where i, j, k = 1, 2.... , G. The matriccs Cil llnd CII play an important role in the
theory of conjugate approximations.

3. Conjugate subspaces. Let q(f) denotc :\ lincar functional defined un ~; that is,
the operator q defines a linear mapping of the elements f E ~ into the real (or complex)
number field. The collection of all such linear functionals on ~ is itself a linear space ~*
called the conjugate space (or dual space) of ~. Since q: ~ -+ R is linear,

when'

q(f) = q(F) + q(f), (3.1)

(3.2)

Thus the conjugate space :"f* can also be decomposed into the direct sum of two subspaces,
ff* = <1>* Ef> r*, where <1>* is the a-dimensional subspace conjugate to <1>. Indeed, if f*(x)
is an element of ~*, the subspace <1>* is obtained as a projection IT*:~* -+ <1>* and every
element F*(x) E <1>* is the image of the projection; F*(x) = n*f*(x). To describe F*(x)
further, we must identify a basis for the subspace <1>*.

In order to generate the subspace <1>* which is conjugate to <1>, we introduce a system
of a linearly independent functions <pt(x), k = 1, 2, ... , G defined by

(",\ "'.) = o~ .
In order that the set lex) be uniquely defined, we impose the condition

(3.3)

(3.4)
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Then each ,lex) can be represented as a linear combination of the functions CPl(X):

(3.5)

(3.7)

Thus cpl(X) E cI>, which means that the subspaces cI> and cI>* are identical. The set of
functions cpt(x) is referred to as the conjugate basis of the set CPk(X), The two sets of
functions CPt(x) and cp\l:) are said to form a biorthogonal basis of cI>.

We shall now show that since (3.3) and (3.4) define a unique conjugate basis, the
matrix Gkm is equal to Ctm, the inverse of the fundamental matrix defined in (2.8).
Simply take the inner product of (3.5) with cp,(x):

(cpt, CPr) = (Gtmcp," , CPr) = Gk"'(cp", , CPr) = G1mCmr = o~. (3.6)

Therefore, instead of (3.5) we have

lex) = Ckmcp.. (x).

By virtue of the positive definiteness of C.r , which will be demonstrated subsequently,
it can be shown to follow that (3.5) defines a unique set of functions cpt(x) satisfying (3.3).

Another important property follows from (3.7). Observe that

(cpt. cpr) = (Ckmcp", ,cp,) = Ctm(CPm I CPr)' (3.8)

Thus
(cpt, CP) = Ctr = (C.,)-I. (3.9)

Therefore, the inverse of the fundamental matrix Ctr of the subspace cI> is the funda.-
mental matrix of the conjugate space cI>*.

Multiplying (3.7) by Crt and taking into account (2.9), we also find that

CPt(x) = Ct ..CP"'(x). (3.10)

Additional properties of the functions CPt(x) and cpk(X) are to be explored in later sections.
4. Conjugate approximations. If the functions CPt(x) are suitably chosen, it is under-

stood that the functions F(x) defined by (2.6) can be used as approximations to the
original functions f(x) E ~. Explicit equations for the components pt of F(x) and for
the projection F(x) = TIf(x) can now be obtained using the biorthogonal bases I CPk(X) 1
and {cpt(x) I.Taking the inner product of F = Ftcpt(x) with cp"'(x) and introducing (3.3),
we get

(4.1)

Furthermore, this result suggests that we also compute a set of conjugate components
using the functions CPt(x)

It follows from (3.4) and (3.8) that

pt = (P, Cl"'CPm(X» = CtmF m ,

Ft = (F, C ..mCP"'(x» = C1 ...Fm.

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

Thus the fundamental matrices Ctm and Clm have the property of "raising and lowering"
indices on the components F .. , Ft. Furthermore, the projection F(x) can now be written

F(x) = Fkrpt(x) = Fkcpk(x) (4.5)
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wherein, as usual, the repeated index k is summed from 1 to G. The form of (4.5) suggests
that Fk and Ft be called contravariant and covariant components of F(x), respectively.

Let F(x) and G(x) denote two elements of the subspace <I>:

F(x) = Ftcpt(x) = Ftcpt(x) and G(x) = Gtcpt(x) = Gtcpk(X). (4.6)

Then the inner product of F and G is givcn by

(4.7)

or

(4.8)

In particular,

(4.9)

where IIFII = (F, F) is the natural norm of F on <I>. Eq. (4.9) demonstrates the positive-
definite cha.racter of Chi mentioned prcviously.

In certain applications when ff is a Hilbert space with an inner product given by (2.1),
it is convenient to also introduce quantitics Mt and Mk defined by

Then

M t = i CPt(x) d<Jl,

Mt = i cpt(x) d<Jl = Ch'M," .

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

5. Best approximation. We shall now show that for a given clement J{x) E ;Y and a
givcn projection defined by a prescribcd set of functions CPt , the "best" approximation
to f(x) in the subspace <I> is that function for which the components are given by (4.3)
(or by (4.4». By the "best approximation," we shall mean the clement in 4> closest to
f(x) in the sense of the natural metric d(f(x), g(x)] = IIf(x) - g(x)11 defined on~.

Let At denote an arbitrary collection of G quantities such that Akcpt(x) E 4>. We are
concerned with determining the Ak so as to minimize the functional

(5.1)

which, since J(Ak
) = (d[j(x), Atcpt(X)]) 2, is a measure of the distance between f(x) and

Atcpk(x). Noting that

U, Atcpk) = A~U, CPt) = AkFt

and introducing (4.9), we find that (5.2) can be recast in the form

J(At) = IIfW - IIFW + Ct,"(Ak - Fk)(A'" - F'").

It is easily seen that the functional J(Ak
) assumes minimal value when

r = AI<.

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)
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Thus, the components Ft computed using (4.1) provide the best approximation of f in <I>
in the sense of (5.1). We observe that the mean-square error, in the sense of .J(f), induced
by represent.ing fer) by its projection F(x) = J1f(x) is

(:l.:j)

In view of (2.:3),

IIfW - IIFW IliW + 2(F, h IliW, (5.6)

since F and J are orthogonal. Th \IS

(5.7)

Since in generalllJlI may be unbounded, E(Ft
) is small only for f close to the subspace <1>.

6. Some properties of conjugate approximations. Suppose that we enlarge the space
ff so that it includes distributions such 88 the Dirac delta functionl 5(x - a); x, a E CR,
defined by

5(x - a) = 0 x ~ a
= (X) x=a' i 5(x - a) dCR = 1. (6.1)

Let a(x - a) dellote the projection of 5(x - a) on the subspace <1>. Then

a(x - a) = no(x - a) = at"Cll(x) = atll(x) , (6.2)

where, according to (4.1) and (4.2),

tit = (5(x - a), If/(X» = ,l(a) , (6.3)

til = (5(x - a), 'Pl(X» = 'Pt(a). (6.4)

Hence

(6.6)
= 'Pl(a)F1

= F(a).

ti(x - a) = 'Pt(a)lCIt(x) = "'t(a)",l(x). (6.5)

Thus the values of the functions l (or 'Pl) at an arbitrary point a E CRare the components
til (or til) of the projection of the delta function 5(x - a).

Observe that while the function 5(x - a) assumes a nonzero value only at a, the
projection ti(x - a) may take on nonzero values almost everywhere in the domain of
functions in <1>. However, tbe essential properties of 5(x - a) are preserved under the
projection IT: ~ -t <1>. For example, note tbat

(ti(x - a). F(x» = ('Pl(a)",t(x), p-''P .. (x»

= 'Pt(a)F"'('P1, 'P.. )

Also if F(x) 1 is an clement of <1>, then

(a(x - a), 1) = I. (6.7)

To demonstrate another property of the functions 'P.(x) , suppose that we identify

1 We recognize that ~(x - a) is not square ict.egrnble. Thus our conclWlions concorning the best
approximat.ion of elements of 5' do not hold. However, t.he project.ion I16(x - a) i.~woll defined.
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in ffi a finite number G of points am; 111 = 1,2, ... , (;. We shall refer to such points as
nodal points or simply nodes. Further, suppose the function lpt(x) has a value of unity
at node at but is zero at all other nodes:

lpt(a"') = o~ .
Then the project.ion of the delta function in (6.5) becomes

~(I - a"') = lpt(a"')lpk(J:) = lp"'(x).

(6.8)

(6.9)

We shall refer to base functions lpt(x) with property (6.8) as being normalized with
respect to the G nodes am. In Sec. 9 we discuss the procedure for computing such nor-
malized base functions for finite element approximations. Eq. (6.9) shows that the
conjugate functions lex) represent the projection of the delta function ii(x - at) at
node at.

Assuming that F(x) = 1 E 4>, note that in addit.ion to (6.S) the functions <Pt(x)
satisfy the stronger condition

(6.10)

Then the quantities Afk of (4.11) become

Mk = Cl"M m = Ct"l '1'_ L: '1', dffi = ct. L: (rpo. , '1',). (6.11)
(II, ,

but (rp .. , '1',) = em. , by (2.7). Therefore

Similarly,

G

Mk = L: (:l ..C..,
'-I

()

L: c5~ = t.
,-I

(6.12)

Observe that

G G

M 1 = :E (lpt ,10,) = L Ch .
r-l r-l

(6.13)

(6.14)

where'U is the volume of (U.
In view of (6.12) and (.1.12),

1 F(x) c.M = t Ft .
(II t-I

We observe t.hat. if the lpk(X) satisfy (6.8) and (6.10) then

F(a"') = Fm = C",lfl\ .

(6.1.5)

(6.16)

ThtlS the average value of F(x) overffi as given by the integral in (6.15) is not the sum of the
values of F(x) at the nodes a"; rather it is the sum of the conjugate values Ft = C•• F(a"').
We see that Ft is the value of F(x) at node at, but Ft represents an average value of F(x)
in the neighborhood of at.

7. Derivatives of conjugate approximations. We !lOW examine propertie~ of deriva-
tives of the conjugate approximation functions. Let of (x) denote the partial derivative
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of a function f(x) E ~. We shall assume that apf(x) exists and that the derivatives of
the base functions 10k(x) also belong to the subspace <I>: apr,okE <I>. (The latter assumption,
of course, is not always valid.) We begin by introducing the array

D:'" = (11'\ apqJ"'). (7.1)

Then, according to (2.5) and (4.1),

II(apr,ok(x» = D:"'qJ", (x) , (7.2)

A fundamental question now arises: under what conditions can the projection (7.2)
be used as an approximation of the derivatives of the conjugate functions l(x)? In
other words, when is it legitimate to set

apr,ok(X) = D:"'qJ",(x)?

The answer to this question is provided by the following theorem.

(7.3)

THEOREM 7.1. The following conditions are equivalent to (7.3):
(a) apII = IIap on the space <I>,
(b) ap<I> C <I>,
(c) <I> is the solution space of a system of linear differential equations in X, with constant

coefficients.
Proof. Briefly, the proof follows by showing that (7.3) implies conditions (a) and (c),

that (a) implies (b), and that (b) implies (7.3). To wit,
(7.3) => (a); TIapqJk(x) = D:"'qJ.,(x) = a.r,ok(x) = a.(ITr,ok(x» for each (l(x) E <I>.
(a) => (b)j for a.(<I» = apTI<I> = TI(a/f» and IT(ap<I» C <I>, by definition.
(b) => (7.3)j the fact that a.(<I» C <I> implies that a.r,ot(x) is a linear combination of

the functions r,ot(x)jas indicated by (7.3).
(7.3) => (c); this follows immediately from the fact that the set I"ot(x) I is a complete

solution of the equation apxt = CkmD:'X, .
Finally, (c) => (7.3) because a system of linear differential equations of order n can

always be transformed into a system of first-order equations. Hence a."ot(x) is contained
in <I>. This completes the proof.

Assuming that the conditions of the theorem are met, we can use (7.3) to obtain the
derivative of an arbitrary element F(x) = Fk"ot(x) E <I>:

apF(x) = n:"'FkqJ .. (x). (7.4)

However, the relation

(7.5)

need not hold unless the following stronger conditions are imposed on 4>:
(a) apII = IIap on ~,
(b) ap(<I» = <I>,
(c) D;'" is regular.

It can be shown that conditions (7.4), (9:), (b), and (c) are equivalent.
Under the assumption that these stronger conditions are also met, the action of a

differentiation 01' in ~ can be completely described in our approximation by the arrayD:'" of (7.1), and higher derivatives may be represented as well using powers of D:'" .
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Indeed, introducing the discrete operators

(7.10)

(7.11)

(7.12)

and

B~~= D~' D';'C" .

it is easily shown, for example, that

iJiJJ(x) = D:-;'Ft", ..(x) ,

diva = iJ~a~= D~"A~",,,,(x),

1divaden = D~mA~Mm'
Il\

(j, iJ~g) = D:tPkG .. ,

(iJ,,!, iJ~g) = Bl~";.FtG... ,

i grad f· grad g den = B~:F...Gt .

We also note that it is possible to use other types of discrete operators such as

D~.t... = (a~"'k , "'01) = ChC....D;',

D~\. = Cm, D:k = Ch D~.""
D~~.= C., D:' = Ct. D~.•r

Then

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)

(7.9)

(7.13)

(7.14)

(7.15)

(7.16)

ap'Pk(X) = D •.t.,,"'"'(x) = D~":i",...(x), (7.17)

a~",t(x) = D~:.","'(x) = D~"'",,,,(x), (7.18)

a~F(x) = pt D~.km"'''(X) = D~"Ft"' ..(x). (1.19)

Clearly (7.14)-(7.16) can be used to obtain a variety of alternate forms of the examples
(7.8)-(7.13).

Derivatives of higher order than the second can be computed, in general, by the
formula

(1.20)

It should be noted that the stronger conditions (a), (1.), and (c) (and even the weaker
conditions (a), (b), (e» are rarely satisfied in applications. However, we hope that the
dimension G can be taken sufficiently large so that these conditions are satisfied in some
approximate sense. If these conditions are not met, it is interesting to note that the
derivative of the projection of a constant need not be zero I

8. Linear operators. As an extension of the ideas covered in Sec. 7 un derivatives,
we now consider the properties of approximations to a linear operator .c: ~ -+ ~. In
general, the action of.£ on .p will be described by the matrix

Ltm = ('£,,/, ",m). (8.1)
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£f(r) = £F(x) + £](x)

ILCf(x) = II£F(x) + IT£](X) = !/'"Ft'P'"(x) + ILC](x).

(8.2)

(8.3)

(8.4)

Therefore, to simplify the analysis we once again assume commutativity of £ and IT

IT£ = £Il. (8.5)

It is understood, of course, that (8.5) may hold only approximately in many cases, the
difference £Il - £Il being a measure of bow well the subspace <I> corresponds to the
problem at hand. With the commutativity (8.5) in effect, we can set

TJ.c] = 'cIl] = 0

and

II£f(x) = L,"tF,"'Pt(x).

The adjoint operator ~ of an operator.c is defined by

(£1, g) = (.£(J. f).

(8.6)

(8.7)

(8.8)

In our approximation,

[}'"FtG ..

or

(IT£F, G) = (IT.£G, F) = L"'f\(;~ (8.9)

(8.10)

Thus, as expected, the matrix of the adjoint operator is the transpose of the matrix of £.
Consider now the two eigenvalue problems

£f = AI and .£g = Ag.

For our approximation, these equations can be represented by

(Lk
," - ACh')F ... = 0

and

(8.11)

(8.12)

(8.13)

(8.14)

(8.15)

But it is well known that a matrix and its transpose have the same sets of eigenvalues.
It is further possible to choose biorthogonal sets of eigenfunctions, these be:ng uniquely
defined when all eigenvalues are distinct. Thus, if F~a) and G'!) denote eigenvectors
corresponding to eigenvalues A" and All of U'" and 1/'", then

Lk"F~a) = Aact. F~">,
Lh'G'!) = AfJC"G~II)

and we have

(8.16)
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In particular, if the functions CPt(x) are eigenfunctions of a lillcar operator £ on ~, the
COlljugate functions cpk(X) are eigenfunctions of the adjoint operator t.That is,

.£CPk(X) = A(k)'I't(X) ~ t'l't(x) = A (kl'l'\C), (8.17)

If, theil, .£ is self-adjoint, the eigenfunctions coincide: 'l'k(X) = 'l'k(X) (within 0. conStant).
9. Applications to finite-element approximations. In order to apply the theory of

cOlljugate approximations developed thus far to finite-element approximlltions, it is
ne;:essary that we identify the charncter of the base functions CPt (x) for general finite-
element representations of the function f(x). This requires some modifications in notation
and the incorporation of additional structure in our approximations of f(x).

Toward this end, we begin by representing the domain<Rby a domain m which consist.~
of a collection of E subdomains r. , each usually being of relatively simple shape, con-
nected appropriately together so as to approximate at. The subdomains r. are called finite
elements. The union of the disconnected subdomains is denoted m*j i.e. CR* = U~-lr, .

The description of relationships between m and m* involves certain concepts which
are fundamental to finite-element approximations. To proceed further, it is convenient
at this point to introduce the idea of nodal points discussed previously. In finite-element
approximations, however, we make a distinction between local nodal points identified
in the finite elements and global nodal points in the connected domain m. To distinguish
further between local and global approximations we follow the notation of (1] and use
upper-case Greek indices for discrete global quantities and upper-case Latin indices for
discrete local quantities. For example, a~) denotes the local coordinates of node N of
element e while A A denotes the global coordinates of node tJ.. of the connected model.

The connectivity of the finite-element model is established by E embeddillgs (.J A of
local nodes in the disconnected element r. into appropriate global nodes in (ii defined by
the Boolean transformation

(9.1)

where

(" A;. = 1 if node tJ.. of the connected model is incident with node N
of element e (9.2)

= 0 if otherwif:e.

In (9.1) the repeated index.V is to be Slimmed from 1 to _V. ,where N, is the total number
of nodes of element e, tJ.. = 1,2, ... , G, and, for simplicity, the local coordinates ~(d and
global coordinates x are assumed to coincide. The mapping (01 A describes all embedding
of r. in (ii. Note that A = :L:" A Clln be used to describe, alternatively, a mapping
of m* into (ii.

The transpose of C.) A~ is denoted (dn~ and defined a mapping of nodes in <Ii into
nodes in r. :

a~,) = (tln~A A.

The definition of ('In~ is thus the same as hIA~ :

loln~ = 1 is node N of element e is coincident ",ith node tJ.. of
the connected model (9.4)

= 0 if otherwise.
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ClellIly, the arrays l')n~and (0) A~ , can be used to form the composition' Al')n = lr. l

Ir. being the identity matrix:

(.)At l<ln~ = ~~. (9.5)

We now turn to the finite-element approximation of an element f(x) E ~.We recall
that the projection II: ~ -+ <I> describes a G dimensional subspace of 5=, spanned by the
functions 'FA (x) (denoted previously 'F.(x», in which f(x) is approximated by

(9.6)

Let pI') denote a projection of ~ into an N,-dimensional subspace 'l1(,) of functions with
domain r. which is defined by introducing a system of N. linearly independent local
base functions t/I~lm, ~ being local coordinates, with the properties

Then locally

N.

L t/I~)(~) = 1.
N-I

(9.7)

where

(9.8)

fr:.) = J<<l(t). (9.9)

To relate the local functions t/lj/)m to the global functions 'FA (x), we require that t/I~)m
be the restriction of 'FA (x) to clement r. described by

t/l1')(x) = (.)A~''FA(X). (9.10)

In (9.10) and in results to follow, we do not distinguish between ~ and x unless confusion
is likely. This relation defines a mapping It) A: <I> -+ 'l1' and also follows from the fact that
the values of t/lj;l (x) and 'FA (x) are in one-to-one correspondence with points in their
domains r. and ill, which are related by (9.1) and (9.3). It follows that for x E r, , we
also have the relation defined by

'FA (x) = (')n1t/lj;) (x). (9.11)

and, almost2 everywhere in ill,
B

'FA(X) = L Idn1t/1~)(x). (9.12)

Eqs. (9.10) and (9.11) define fundamental relationships between the local and global
base functions which are needed in finite-element approximations. From the definitions
of po and n it is clear that

pl.) = (.)An. (9.13)

With the same provisions that apply to (9.12), we see that (9.6) can now be written

2 This relation holds everywhere except on II.set of Lebesgue measure zero, since II.tan inter-element
boundary point common to m adjacent elements the vII.lue of (9.12) is m instead of unity. We shall
nevertheless use formulas of this type in further developments, with the provision that II.factor 11m be
introduced when boundary points are considered, because such sets of zero measure do not contribute to
Lebesgue integrations over CR.
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H B B

F(x) = FAI{JA(x) = L FA e')n~I/;~')(X) = L f';'.)1/;:;'(X) = L J (')(x), (9.14)
.-1 ..-I Ill-I

wherein we have used the transformation

(9.15)

With the bnsis I{JA(x) now described for the finite-element approximation, we can
proceed to apply the theory of conjugate functions developed previously. Introducing
(9.12) into (2.7), we see that the fundamental matrix of ,p for finite-element models
is given by

B R

C = ( ) = '" '" e')nN (·'n·V(.I.h' .I//)rA \l{Jr,I{JA .L...,.L..., r A'I'N,'I'Y'
• I

Since, for the connected model,
(1/;;;', I/;~') = 0

(9.16) can be written
B

C - '" e')nN e')n~{c("rA -.L..., .'r "'A NM •.
where c~:J is the local component of CrA relative to element e:

(.) - (.I.e.) .I.(d)
CNM - 'l'N I 'I'M •

(9.16)

(9.17)

(9.18)

(9.19)

An important observation is that the local matrices c~:~ cannot be used to generate local
conjugate functions in a manner analogous to that used earlier to compute I{Jt(x) since we
have limited ,p (and ,p*) to continuous functions. We have designed the functions I/;,V)(x)
so as to give continuous base functions I{JA(x) on (9.5), but we have no reason to expect
that L. (c~~D-II/;~' (x) will also be continuous on m.

We now direct our attention to the important problem of determining conjugate
approximations for finite-element representations. We begin by considering a linear
functional obtained by forming the inner product of the function

(9.20)

and an arbitrary function G(x) E ,p which is also the sum of E local approximations gl.) (x):

G(x) L g(')(x) = GAI{JA(X). (9.21).
We have

(F, G) = FAGA = FAGA = FA(L (')n~I/;J/'(x), G),.
wherein

(9.22)

(9.23)

and we have defined

gJ/) = (G, 1/;:;'). (9.24)

We see that, unlike (9.15), the global values GA at a global node li are obtained by
summing all of the local values (J;;) at local nodes incident on li.
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Returning to (9.21), we can now define systems of local conjugate bu!<cfunctions, for

TlltL';

G(x) = L Idn1g;;\,4(x) = L iil')(x).
I ,

(9.2:i)

where, from (H.25),

gl"(X) .I,N ( ) h'"'(1) X gN , N = 1,2, ... , .V, (\).26)

or. in view of (9.12),
B

t/tl(.,(x) = ")n~C4r L (flnft/t~'(x).
'-1

(9.27)

(9.28)

The form of (9.28) is significant; it show8 that lite "local" conjugate base functions for
element e are linear combinations of the base functions t/t~J>(x) of all E finite elemelU8. Thus,
the functions t/t:', (x) need not have local support; indeed, the support of each local function
t/tf'l (x) is the entire connected domain CR. This means Ihat the usual procedure of calculating
local values of conjugate approximations by taking local averages of the nodal values g~)
(e.g., computing element stresses from a displacement approximation) is not strictly
correct. In order that the local conjugate approximation be consistent with the linear functional
defined on cI> (e.g. energy), it is necessary that it be referred to a basis which has as ita domain
the entire collection of finite elements. We shall demonstrate these properties of local
conjugate approximations by means of an example in the following section.

Observe that

Thus

E

'dn~cAr L (flni~I(t/t~\{'. t/t:;/)
'-1

10) n-1cAr c.) n~c~~k. (9.29)

AJso note that

B
" (.I,N .I.'d) ")0.11 "'Ar _ .1'£.J .,.,,) , "'.11 "4 N - U4 .
,-I

B
tp4(X) = C4r L C.)n~t/t;;)(x).

,-I

(9.30)

(9.31)

(9.32)

With the base functions tpA(.!:) and tp4(X) determined for finite-element representations
by (9.11) (or (9.12) and (9.31), it is now a simple mutter to generate other quantities
needed in finite-element approximations. For example, from (4.10) unci (4.11),

1 B F.

M 4 = tp4(X) dm = L ("n~m;;l = L: CAr .
lJl .-1 r-I

where

E
M4 = cH L (·)n~m.~)

,-I
1.

(9.33)

(9.:H)
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Also, if we defino a local discrete operator by

d~:1M = (a~1/1::I. 1/1~», (9.35)
then, according to (7.14) and (7.1),

Thus, for example,

E
D -" (.) ON (.) OM dC')•• Ar - L... A r •. NII,.-1

" F( ) - " C·)nN ColnM dCo) FA r()Up X - L... ~'A ur ~.NM II' X •.

(9.36)

(9.37)

(9.38)

Since D:/ and B~~can be obtained immediately for finite-element models by intro-
ducing (9.37) into (7.6) and (7.7), it is a simple matter to write relations such as (7.8)-
(7.13), (7.17)-(7.19), and (8.1) in forms appropriate for finite-element approximations.
We omit these details here, but consider an example in Sec. 10.

10. Examples.
10.1 Stress calculations. To demonstrate the significance of the conjugate functions

1/17'I(X) described in the previous section, we present in this section Il. simple example
involving the computation of stresses in a model based on approximate displacement
fields.

Consider a. nonhomogeneous bar for which the stress cr(x) is given by the formula.

u(x) = k(x)(du(x)/dx). (10.1)

Here u(x) is the displacement field, and the modulus k(x) is assumed to vary linearly
according to

k(x) = ko(1 + x), (10.2)

ko being a material constant.
For simplicity, we shall employ a rather crude finite-element representation consisting

of only three one-dimensional elements, each of unit length. To simplify matters further,
we take for the local base functions 1/1<;)(x), corresponding to a typical element e the
linear forms

(10.3)

(10.4)

~ being a local coordinate, so that the local fundamental matrices are

Cd _ (.I/d .1.Co» _ ![2 1]
eN Jf - 'I'N , 'I'M - (j .

1 2

Determining, by inspection, the incidence operators ('ln~and introducing (10.4) into
(9.14), we get

2 1 0 0 26 -7 2 -1

111 4 1 0 and OAr = .!!. -7 14 -4 2,_ (10.5)OAr = 6
0 1 4 1 45 2 -4 14 -7

0 0 1 2 -1 2 -7 26
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The conjugate base functions can now be computed with the aid of (8.25):

1/t:Il(x) = n[261/t:1l(x) - 7(1/t~Il(x) + 1/t:2,(X» + 2(1/t~2'(X) + 1/t:SI(x» - 1/t~31(X»).

1/t~Il(x) = 1/t:2'(X)
= -A[-71/t:Il(x) + 14(1/t~\)(x) + 1/t:2'(X» - 4(1/t~2'(X) + 1/t:31(X»+ 21/t~I'(X)]. (10.6)

1/t~21(X)= 1/t:3,(X)
= 1!"(21/t:l'(x) - 4(1/t~21(X)+ 1/t:2,(X» + 14(1/t~2)(x)+ 1/t;3)(X» - 71/t~31(X»).

1/t~31(X)= l05[-1/t:l)(x) + 2(1/t~l)(x) + 1/t:2,(X» - 7(",~21(X)+ ",~SI(X» +;26",~31(X)].
The forms of the functions ",~I(X) and "'f.,(x) are shown in Fig. 1.

1
1.:tlJ
(iJ

)(

x

4//5
lC

2-
1!flf)
~C
-2//5

41/S

-/4/IS
.' SZl15

x

-/4//5

FlO. 1. Local blUlCfunctions oJ-1"(x) llnd their conjugate blUlCfunctions of/t.,(x).
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We shall now assume that the bar is given a prescribed quadratic displacement
field of the form

u(x) = a(l - (x/3) 2) ,

where a is a small constant. Clearly, the exact stress distribution is

U(X) = (-2ako/9)x(1 + x).

(10.7)

(10.8)

However, the displacement field, as represented by the finite-element model. ifi piecewise
linear:

U(x) = (a/9)(9'i'.(X) + 8'Pl(X) + 5'P3(X»), (10.9)

where

'P.(x) = 1/t:1)(z), 'P2(X) = 1/t~l)(x) + 1/t:2l(X). (10.10)

If the usual procedure for computing stresses in finite elements is used, we simply
introduce (10.9) into the constitutive equation (10.1) for each element. This results in a
discontinuous stress distribution which exhibits a finite discontinuity at the juncture
of each clement (Fig. 2). Further, the maximum stress computed in this manner is
1.6.7percent in error.

A quite different profile is obtained if the propcr conjugate approximations are used.
Introducing (10.9) into (10.1) gives, as before, a local stress field U~l(X) for each element.
The conjugate (nodal) components u.~l are then obtained with the aid of (8.21):

u:;) = (u<d(X), 1/t.~I(X». (10.11)

Therefore, the conjugate-function representation of stress is given by
3

u(x) = L u~l 1/tf,,(X).
,-I

N = 1,2. (10.12)

This conjugate stress profile is shown in Fig. 2 along with the exact solution and the
discontinuous distribution obtained using common procedures. We see that the distri-
bution obtained using conjugate approximation functions is continuous at the junction
of adjacent elements and that it indicates a maximum stress which is less than 6.5 percent
ill error.

10.2 Pieuwise linear approximation functions of one variable. As an explicit but
simple example to the foregoing discussion, consider the piecewise linear approximation
functions arising by dividing an interval I in N equal subintervals of length h, and
requiring 'Pt(x) to vanish at all nodes except node Xt = hk, as shown in Fig. 3. Then
M 0 = M N = f Gl 'Po dffi. = h/2, M t = f Gl 'Pt dm = h for k = 1. ... . N - 1 a.nd the
fundamental matrix is

2 I 0 ... 0

4 I .' . 0

C>. = L 'P*'P. elm = ~ I 0
1 4 ... 0

... I (lQ.13)

0 ... 4 I 0

0 ... I 4

0 ... 0 1 2
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FIG. 2. Comparison of stress distributions computed conventionally with conjugate function approxi-
mation.

Define the n by n determinants

4 1

1 4 1 0

1

1

o 1 4 1

4

satisfying the recurrence relation

A."I - 4A. + A._I o. (10.15)
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cp (r)
k

/

II 2h 311 . . . (E-I)h Eh

FIG. 3. Base functioll8 .,.{z) for linite-element representation of interval 011 relll axis.

Since

2 1 0 2 1 0

1 4 1 0 1 4 1 0

0 1 4 0 1 4
Bo = C. =

0 4 1 0

4

are linear combinations of A,

C. = B. - 2B._l = 3A._2 .

4 1

1 2

(1O.L6)

(10.17)

(10.18)

They also satisfy (10.15). Now (10.15) admits two independent solutions in geometric
series at=at, bt=a-t where a=2+V3=3.732050808 and (a-I = 2- ~=0.267949191)
satisfies the quadratic equation

a2
- 4a + 1 = O.

A, IUld B, are then linear combinations of at and a-t:

(10.19)

(10.20)

where'Y = a/(a - a-I) = 1.077350269. The beginnings of the series A.t , B, are repre-
sented in Table 1 below in whieh the relation

(10.21 )

has been used.
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TABLE 1

k I A. Mt ~IA. B. t!J3. ~IB.

-2 I -1 7
1 -5

-1 I 0 0 2 4
1 -1

0 I 1 2 1 2
3

1 I 4 8 2 4
11 5

2 I 15 30 7 14
41 15

3 I 56 112 2G 52
153 71

4 I 209 97

Now the inverse of the fundamental matrix is

ekm = (- W+m(2/h)(BkBN_m/ AN-I), k ~ m. (10.22)

The elemcnts for k > m being given by symmetry, etm = Cmk. As an example, for N = 6

1352 -362 97 -26 7 -2 1

-362 724 -194 52 -14 4 -2

97 -194 679 -182 49 -14 7

CA. 1 I -26 52 -182 676 -182 52 -261 (10.23)= 390h
7 -14 49 -182 679 -194 97

-2 4 -14 52 -194 724 -362

1 -2 7 -26 97 -362 1351

The corresponding conjugatc functions are shown in Fig. 4. As a check, wc caD verify
M- = M lCb• = 1 = fill ",'"(X)2 den. Using (10.20), (10.21) becomes

ek• = (_I)t+ .. V3 (ll + a-l)(aO-" + a-o+ .. )
h 0 -0-2 'a - a

or in the limit G -+ ex> , k ~ m ~ N /2

k ~ m. (10.24)

k, m arbitrary, (10.25)
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3/h

6h 7h
x

or

FlO. 4. Conjugate functions corresponding to base functiollil in Fig. 3.

1 -I-a -2 -3a -a

-a-I 1 _a-1 a-2 (10.26)

-I-a 1 -I-a

For an analytic function f(x) = L~a"z" we may obtain explicit formulas for the
components Ft. Since for 0 < k < N

we obtain

(10.27)

where fl
-
21

F. = (11k) liz fHl(kh), (10.28)

L; (a"xfl+2/(n + l)(n + 2» is a second antiderivative of f(x) and 112
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denotes a second difference operator. The corresponding formulas at the boundaries are

(10.29)

f(-Jl being u first antiderivntivc, II the first backward difference. In the limit N -+ CD

(10.28) may be replaced by

]/\ = hf(kh). (lo,;m)

Since the derivatives iJc,ot(x) are discontinuous, the commutativity condition arr = ao
(see Theorem 7.1) is clearly violated. Yet it makes sense to introduce matrices Dtm lind
Bt .. in analogy to (7.1) and (7.7),

(10.31)

-1

While Bm. is symmetric, Dt ...is almost antisymmetric, because

1c,o. ac,o.. dCR = - r. 'P .. ac,o. dCR for 0 < k. 111 < N,
m ·m

Numerically

-) 1 0 0

-1 0 1 0

0 -1 0
I

D.. =
I

I
I

-1 0 :J0 -)

-1 0 0

1-I 2 -1 0

0 -I ') -]1. -
Bt.. = h

,
2 -11

o -) I.J
Now (7.13), i.e ..

is a reasonable approximation, while (7.5), i.e.,

at == Di ..Ft'P"(X)

(10.33)

. (10.34)

will be rather crude. This is illustrated by Fig. 5, where Db is applied to Il base func-
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.. frx)

x
6h.-.

If'~
h

FIG. 5. Projection of derivative.

tion <,02(x). This explains why computing Rho out of Dc .. by (7.7) would give a false
result. On the other hand,

0< k, m < N.L CPt a2cp", d<R = - L acpt acp .. d<R.

suggests that -Bh• may be used to compute second derivatives

(10.3.5)

(10.36)

instead of (7.6), (7.8). In fact,

II a'cpt = Il[(1/h) o(x - kh - h) - (2/h) o(x - kh) + (1/h) o(kh + h)]

= (1/h)(cpH _ 2cpt + cphl)

yields

L CP. a'lp ... dm = -Bt... . (1O.3i)

10.3 A two-dimensional example. Essentially the same procedure outlined previously
can he used for two- and three-dimensional finite elements. As a final example, we outline
briefly the construction of the conjugate approximation functions corresponding to a
two-dimensional network of triangular elements.

Consider a triangular element in the XI , x,-plane, the vertices of which are the local
nodal points. The local interpolation functions 1/t';I(X), wherein x = (Xl, x,), are linear
functions of XI and x, and satisfy 1/t~;>(a &I) = o~ ; M, N = 1, 2, 3. Introducing these
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(10.38)

functions into (9.19), we obtain for the local component of the fundamental matrix CrlJ.,

r
" 1 1]

c',;1 = L if;;;)(x)y/;/(x) dA = t2 1 2 1

1 1 2

wherein A is the area of the triangle. We observe that (10.38) is independent of the
included angles ex,{J, 'Y formed by sides of the triangle. However, discrete models of
various difTerential operators may depend on these angles; for example, for the triangle
shown ill Fig. 6a,

2

7

(0 )

8 9

FlO. G. Two-dimell8ional network of triangular eloments.
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(10.39)

- cot 'Y

L grad ",~I(X) grad "'~)(x) dA

lcot{3 + cot 'Y

= ~ - cot 'Y cot 'Y + cot ex

- cot {3 - cot ex

To demonstrate the character of the conjugate approximation functions for a specific
finite-e1ement representation, consider the network shown in Fig. 6b. In this case, we

de,)
Nil

.5
12 I-,;'f' (Xl

/
.t; .5

!lg liP (x)
A

I

/
It,

.5

-----r z

I

/r,
Flo. 7. Representative conjugate functiollll.
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bave from (9.16) or (9.18),

r
2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

6 I 2 2 0 0 0 0

4 0 2 1 0 0 0

() 2 0 I 0 0
A 2 01Cllf = (I(J:>, . I(JJ') = 12 12 2 2 (10.:39)

6 0 2

Symmetric ·l ] 0

6

2

A being the area of an element. Inverting this matrix and making use of (3.7), we obtain
the conjugate approximation functions tp4(X). Since, in the present example, the func-
tions tpA (x) arc linear, tp4(.c) arc also piecewise linear and it is sufficient to merely calculate
the values of the conjugate functions at each node. Rather than to write out tho entire
collection of functions, we cite as representative examples the nodal values

I(Jl(A 4) = ~2 [.580. - .080, .009. - .mm .. 027, - .0()9 , .009. - .009, .009]

1(J6(AA) = ~2 (.027. -.027. -.045. -.027 . .116. -.027, -.045. -.027 .. 027) (10040)

1(J6(AA) = ~~[-.009 .. 000, .027 .. 018. -.02i. -.054. -.045 .. 214. -.080)

These functions are illustrated in Fig. 7.
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